as to make the important events (in our case, system failures) occur more frequently. We will be interested in estimating the unreliability. Given a finite time horizon t, the unreliability, U(t), is defined to be the probability that the system fails before time t given that it starts in state 1; i.e., U(t) = P(TF < t). 
Then we can write
V2
where To do so, let Cc = E@L(I(T~< Tl)L~tin ) and Bc = E*L (I(TF > T1 )L~tin ). Also, let V,(t) = (1 -e-g(lJ')~(e(B"-l)~(l)t -1). To see this, note that for rt < r+bo,
From Theorem 1 we see that c;, (~,) = 0(e2r) and hence u; (t~( @s) = q(l)'tza;,(m.) = o(#'+2'o-2'*).
Thus the 'order of the variance is again twice the order of the upper bound, and so the simulation is efficient.
Also note that for small~, the upper bound is close to the actual measure.
It is also possible to obtain a close lower bound on the unreliability.
Let 1~l(t, q) = max(~, t~).
Then we have the following theorem:
Then U,(t) 2 u,(t) for all~and t. If t = !J(e-"' ) then for O < r, < r + bo, limc~o U,(t) /i7,(t) = 1. for some function A(A1, , , .,~R). Now we make some additional
and 
Kc, q(l)'y, (iii) r-ra+bi <r, < min{2(r-rz+bi), r-ri+bj+ rg/2, r -ri +bi + 1} and Si 6 U.
(iv) rt>r-ri+biandsi GF.
Because of the subtraction of terms in the definition of~c(t, i), we need the conditions in (ii), 
